MLC CAD Systems

Job opening for a PCB Application Expert.

Now opening to Engineering graduates. We are looking for someone that has knowledge about PCB and can assist with problem solving PCB related design challenges and providing engineering solutions. I am not sure if ENTC students get their hands on any PCB design software during their studies, or if any ID students that have PCB experience/knowledge would be interested in this position. If this sounds like a suitable opportunity for the ENTC graduates, please point me in the right direction for who to reach out to regarding this position. We would love to have more Aggies on our team!

Job Post Link: https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/cap/view/311097634/

Thanks,
Adam Kufeldt
MLC CAD Systems | Territory Account Manager
4625 W William Cannon Dr | Bldg 5 | Austin TX 78749
Phone: (512) 595-0258

SOLIDWORKS